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[17:05:12] would that be a schematics number? [17:05:18] you're saying that the database and the operating software have been
concatenated into the same disc/file? [17:05:21] that does not seem like it would work. [17:05:29] the schematics disc is the
operating software. and the schematics disc is not a software disc. [17:05:35] yes. [17:05:37] oh. [17:05:41] and a. [17:05:46]
that IS the file structure you would need for installation, not? [17:05:54] :) [17:06:01] okay. now I'm really confused. [17:06:07]
no, no, there is no schematics disc. [17:06:12] there is a schematics disc and a software disc [17:06:15] it is the software disc,
and it is the database [17:06:21] which is on the schematics disc [17:06:22] ah [17:06:29] ok, thanks [17:06:34] so, I don't think
I have a clue. [17:06:38] how's your glipho working out? [17:06:42] pegaso 830i [17:06:43] good, thanks [17:06:47] I'm
thinking about getting a gsix 930 [17:06:50] that's a pegaso on a different base [17:06:58] so, I guess I'll ask you in a bit
[17:07:13] ok [17:07:16] I guess I 570a42141b
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